If Art is Dead, Why Are Artists Alive?

This is not a book of non-fiction. This is an art project. The journalistic standards of
non-fiction writing need not to apply here - strenuous research is replaced by speculation,
scientific conjectures by pure fiction. In other words, you are holding a highly unreliable piece
of work and nothing in it should be taken at face value. Similarly, the author is not an art
historian or journalist (although he has briefly dabbled in both), but an artists. He is not
familiar with the craft and discipline of scientific or journalistic inquiry and could not be
bothered to learn this craft. He is an opinionated individual who conveniently substitutes solid
evidence with vague theories that he makes up as he goes along. The author also has strong
financial reasons for writing this book. As he now has time on his hands, he finds that he
spends too much money buying books. Now, he figures that if he wrote a book instead of
buying one, he would save a great deal of money â€“ several hundred dollars over the
projected 5-6 months it will take him to finish this book. He is also hoping to start a trend â€“
if many would write their own books instead of buying someone elseâ€™s, book publishers
could be put out of business!
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Fate in the hands of the market. Changing tastes and the vagaries of the market can rapidly
alter an artist's fortunes. Just because you're famous when you're alive doesn't mean you'll
continue to be so after death, said Paul Sumner, the chief executive of auctioneers Moss
Green.
Fame, like popcorn, is lightweight stuff filled with air. The factors determining whether prices
will go up or down are much the same when an artist is dead or alive. One of these factors is to
keep the deceased artist's work in the public eye in order to maintain or improve prices. Q: I
bought six paintings from a pretty well-known local artist over a twenty year period during his
career. He's pretty old now and I'm starting to think about selling . Jonathan Jones: When it
comes to modern art, craft is dead. artists into apprenticeships when they were 12 with the
greatest artists alive. When artist and former Squirrel Hill resident Philip Mendlow died in Mr.
Wind graduated from Pittsburgh Perry High School before living in.
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